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UPM in short
Turnover EUR

8,580

million

12,500 customers
in 120 countries
We plant

50 million trees
every year
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Grow with UPM Specialty Papers

A financially strong,
reliable partner

Industry leading supply
security

1,324 M€ sales
4 mills
1,900 Competent,
passionate people
willing to find
solutions

• Changshu, China
• Jämsänkoski, Finland
• Nordland, Germany
• Tervasaari, Finland

2.0 million tons/a production capacity
Broad logistics network
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Industry leading supply security and
top-rated service network
•
•
•

Consistent and reliable supply chain performance guarantee steady supply of paper
Cost effective logistics services globally
Tailor-made service models optimize working capital through efficient stock rotation

22 Offices and representatives
serve customers globally

8 Customer service centres in
US and Belgium, China, Korea,
Japan, Singapore and Australia

2 Supply chain centres in
Finland and China

Mill
Sales offices and
representatives
Customer service centre
Regional warehouse
Supply chain centre

17 Regional port warehouses
in Finland, Germany, Belgium,
U.K. Spain, USA and China

2 R&D centres in Finland
and China
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UPM Specialty Papers
products

LABEL AND RELEASE
For food and beverage
packaging, VIP labels, logistics
and industrial end-uses

PACKAGING PAPERS
For food packaging,
consumer packaging and
industrial end-uses
FINE PAPERS
Including office and
graphic papers
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Current status of paper based release liner recycling in
Europe
~70% of release liners were considered collectable (globally ~65%)
The majority of return material is coming from food, beverage, health and beauty, farmaceutical,
household chemicals, logistics and overall VIP

~50% of release liners are recycled to create new products (globally ~35%)
~15% of release liners are recycled to back to liner (globally ~10%)
~15% of release liners end up in landfill (globally ~40%)

~25% of release liners end up as energy recovery (globally ~15%)
Source: CELAB, UPM estimates
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CELAB – Toward a Circular Economy for Labels
• CELAB is a collaboration of the whole selfadhesive label value chain to allow
stakeholders to collect and recycle their used
release liner and matrix material.
• Target: For >75% of the used release liner
and matrix material to follow a circular
business model by 2025.
• https://celabglobal.org/
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Afera’s sustainability mission
“To facilitate the promotion of adhesive tapes as
sustainable solutions, i.e. to raise awareness of tapes
improving recyclability, reducing weight, economising
in materials use, etc.”
The Industry is working on sustainable solutions that will
improve recyclability of the products into which tapes are
incorporated.

Source: https://www.afera.com/technical-centre/sustainability/
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Creating a circular economy in the label business
• In 2018 UPM Specialty Papers introduced
UPM LinerLoop™, the first label release paper
recycling solution.
• With UPM LinerLoop you can take a step
towards your recycling and zero waste targets.
• UPM products: UPM HoneyTM Plus Recycled
Forte, UPM GoldenTM Recycled Forte
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Desiliconizing is a demanding process
• High enough shear forces – efficient pulpers

• Careful dispersing and defibrillation needed
• Silicone is non-polar and separates from
water relatively reliably
• Water cleaning elemental in silicone removal
• Feedstock quality important, pulp yield high, if
feedstock quality consistent
• Pulp can be used in closed loop recycling, or
graphic paper manufacturing
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Improving sustainability in liner recycling
Raw material specification in closed loop recycling
+ Glassine & CCK liners ok
+ White, yellow and blue shades ok

- Brown grades are not being recycled
- Filmic material in any form (PEK, PET,
etc.) cannot be recycled

- No labels with adhesive and no matrix
waste
- No cores
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Let’s improve the circular economy together!
• End product quality requirements are not met
when darker grades are added to the process
• In case darker and light grades are mixed in the
same bales, the bales cannot be accepted as
feedstock
• Dark grade volumes are in relative terms so small
that recycling them separately is not economical

“In the case of Europe, the main grade
of silicone release liner in label
applications is based on Glassine as
base substrate. This includes white
glassine, but also other colored grades.
The colour of the glassine grade being
recycled may have an impact on the
end application for the recycled fibre,
which typically means that it is
recommended to recycle darker
coloured glassine grades (such as
Havana or brown, often used in selfadhesive tapes), as a different stream
to the lighter colored glassines.”
Source: CELAB, 2020
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Sustainability of different shades

Not recyclable
Recyclable

Recyclable

+ Product safety secured
+ Best supply security
+ Quality consistency

-

Recyclable in small
amounts

Compliance with EU Green deal?
- Circular economy action plan 2.0
- Chemical strategy for sustainability
- Product environmental footprint
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Let’s show that sustainability is in the core of our
industry!
• There are more sustainable options for the dark grades in the market
• From functionality point of view lighter colours are similar to the darker grades
• Reducing waste in landfills and liners to incineration is an excellent sustainability case
which can be used in improving brand value
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